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It is almost fifty years ago since the theory of
"hypertext"
was introduced in the
AtlanticMonthly in 1945 by an American scientist, Vannevar Bush, in his paper,
"AsWeMay
Think."
In his paper he suggested a hypertext system,
"Memex"
(memory extendery-, which was able to let a user retrieve information from
pre-inserted microfilm through a very sophisticated mechanism. He described
his system as "a sort ofmechanized private file and library". 2 The idea of this





in a non-linear fashion, just like the way that the
human mind works.3 However, the
"Memex"
was never implemented and only
remains as a theory.
Bush's dream, however, has given rise to a lot of peoplewho further
developed this idea during the past five decades. Theword
"hypertext"
was first
coined in the sixties, gradually nourished in the seventies when computer
technologywas growing, and finallymatured in the eighties and became a
popular topic in the computer arena after 1985.4
The functionality of hypertext was no longer stuck with
"text"
or written
information after it set off from a workstation kind of computer ( Sun, Symbolics,
and Xerox Lisp machine) to a personal computer platform (IBM PC and Apple
Macintosh)^ Ironically, the flexibility and power of associationwith othermedia
on the new platform ismuch greater than its predecessors. And the term
"hypermedia"
has emerged from theword
"hypertext"
as variousmedia, such as
video, audio, graphics and animation, are able to be integrated and controlled
under a computer-based environment.
It is believed that the first
"hypermedia"
system was theAspen MovieMap
developed byAndrew Lippman and colleagues at theMIT Architecture Machine
Group in 1978.6 The program used a computer controlled videodisk player to
playbackmotion imageswhich simulated a drive through experience in the city
ofAspen.
As personal computers becamemore powerful and user-friendly, the horizon of
"hypermedia"
was extended dramatically, especiallywhen Apple Computer Inc.
introducedHyperCard in 1987 and gave it away for free. The major
improvement is that the power of interaction among differentmedia ismore
versatile and faster.With proper hardware and software setup, a user can
wander from one medium to another back and forth, or to have them all show up
on a single machine within a fraction of a second. The pathways are entirely
flexible and controllable by the user.
Within the broad functionality of hypermedia, the term
"multimedia"
is derived
from it for specific applications. "Multimedia", in fact, is not a brand new term to
those people who deal with slide presentations. The Association for Multi-Image
International, Inc. defined
"Multimedia"
as "the coordinated use ofmore than one
medium for the presentation of information."7 The term has existed long before
the invention of the personal computer. Themedia usually involved are slide,
film, video, laserbeam, live speakers and even live performance.When the term
multimedia"
is applied within the area of "hypermedia", it generally implied
hypermedia-based activity using a computer as a controlling platform of various
types of hardware, including videodisc players, videotapemachines, CD-ROM
drives, cameras, audio equipment and scanners in any combination. However,
the purpose of usingmultimedia is slightly different from that of hypermedia.
Theway that the former handles information is, more or less, based on a





various types of media. And most of all,multimedia needs less self-initiative
than the hypertext does. Therefore,multimedia can be functionally described as
a presentation-like information model. This type of communication is usually
used by a communicator who wants to havemore control on the content,
sequence and timing ofmessages for his captive audience.
The Contribution of the Personal Computer
The invention of the personal computer in the 70'smarked a milestone of a
new electronic era formankind. Computers no longer needed to be stored in a
special air-conditioned environment, and only accessible to special personnel.
They went everywhere from home to office, as long as there were needs and an
electrical power supply. It helped solve daily problems like accounting,
scheduling, designing, typing, etc. for all walks of life. This renaissance was, in
fact, just the dawn of the electronic information era. As the user-interface in
computers matured in themiddle of the Eighties,metaphorswere being used in
computers to bridge the gap betweenmachine and human being. For instance,
Apple Computer Inc. introduced the desktop metaphor, whichmade the front
end of a personal computer work like an office environment. And thismetaphor
became a new standard in the operation system of personal computers over time.
The success of the user-interface has literally enhanced and simplified the
working procedures on computers. As a result, the personal computer has
become an ideal platform for controlling and handling various types of
information of differentmedia.
For the time being,multimedia on personal computers is still at its infancy.
Storage ofmost of the media still rely on external equipment due to the limited
computermemory and different standards. However, it doesn'tmean the
computer is deficient inmasterminding multimedia activities. In fact, the
personal computer is a late comer compared with its partners video and audio.
Diversity is the name of this game, and the art of being a qualitymultimedia
model is in coordinating and expressing various types ofmedia and information
in its best form.
From a technical point of view, the basic nature of information data in
multimedia can be divided into two types: analog and digital. They are two
contradictory information signals to a certain extent. Text and graphics generated
in computers are in digital form, whereas video and sound are basically analog
data. A few years ago, information from different types of media were only able
to be presented on its own equipment, such as video on a TVmonitor, audio on
a synthesizer or audio tape, and graphics and animation on a computer screen. In
order to choreograph and integrate these data according to the user's activity,
computers were used to control externalmachines, basically in search, play and
stop modes, through some specially designed interface hardware. The computer
had nothing to do with the analog data at all. Nothing could be changed or
manipulated in this circumstance. However, thismethod of conducting
multimedia performances is still very popular nowadays in education, business
and museum exhibition arenas.
Recently, a multimedia model was able to be produced by changing all analog
data, such as sound, video and photograph, into digital form, so that they can all
share the same language and can be processed in one single system the
computer. The first step to achieve this goal is to sample the analog data into
digital representations, which is either 1 or 0 in nature. Then they can be stored
in the computer like text and graphics. This significant step enables the computer
to become a global control platform for all kinds of media. For instance, volume
and pitch of sound can be adjusted, and spatial resolution of image can be
enhanced on the same computer and transferred onto a magnetic medium. The
other major advantage of this type ofmultimediamodel is less playback
equipment is involved. All media can be synchronized, edited and performed on
one singlemachine, resulting in less technical and hardware involvement. In
return, the popularity ofmultimedia communication can be improved and
extended.
The Technical Concerns
Despite the ease of control of digital data, the result of sampling analog data to
digital representation is not encouraging at themoment this report is being
written. Themajor concern is the enormous amount of converted data, which is
usually too large for an ordinary computer to be able to handle. For example,
using an AppleMacintosh computer system; a full screen (640x480 pixel), 24 bit
picture scanned from a 35mm slide could take up 900 Kilobytes, and a piece of 30
second stereo music (sampled at 22Khz) takes up 1,200 Kilobytes (none of them
can be put into a double sided, double density floppy disc). Based on those
figures, a one minute multimedia model with full length stereo soundtrack and
only 4 full screen pictures has already reached 6Megabytes of size. Considering
most of theMacintosh computers in the market only have 2 to 4 Megabytes of
RAM (random accessmemory), it is impossible for that one minute model to be
shown on those computers. Besides, the image quality on the computer monitor
is much lower than that on slide. The former has a resolution of 72 dpi,while the
latter can display 4,000 lines horisontally. With today's technology in personal
computer systems, there is still a long way ahead to reach the high quality
multimedia standard that has been set by the classic slide and tape model.
However, we can say for sure that thememory blockade in computers will soon
be overcome. For the time being, the only viable solution, available to me formy
thesis project, is to use comparatively low resolution images and sound in the
computer. A 8 bit image takes up only one third of thememory of a 24 bit one.
Also, truncated documentswere used instead of a big continuous one.
Designer vs. User
The beauty ofmultimedia is that events were pre-constructed in a
hypermedia-based mannerby presenter, or designer, such that it can avoid the
danger of getting lost during the navigation within the document. It is essential
when a large amount of information needs to be presented in a limited amount
of time. This becomes a great tool in the
"persuasion"
business. The relationship
between the user and the designer is slightly different from that of
hypermedia.
The designer and the user of a multimedia model can sometimes be the same
person (figure 1:model A), hence a third person such as audience is usually
involved in this situation. The strategy of setting up the information base very
much depends on the background of the target audience. The designer needs to
work out themodel from both ends; the audience side as well as the designer
side. Information contained is usually organized in hierarchical or procedural
structures. Hence themodel looks more structural and less interaction is needed.
Therefore, the role of the designer/user is least important, and worksmore or
less like an operator during the presentation.
The other approach is completely user oriented (figure 1: model B). The user is
the final audience, and the designer has no control on the user's activity at all.
The concept of navigation is similar to that of hypertext, the functionality of the
multimedia model heavily relies on user interface design. Information is broken
down into small structures (figure 2), compare with model A, so as to facilitate a
highly interactive environment. But they are not as fragmented as in hypertext or
hypermedia. The pathway of information retrieval is flexible but, somehow
predictable. This can be a great tool for self-trainingmodels and information
retrieval. The designer has comparatively less control on the outcome and tempo
on this model, which passes the controls to the users according to their initiative
and interest. The combination of pre-constructed events and randommedia
components result in a rich interlinking of information variety. Thismodel has
been tested and is the most effective communication tool in a highly
self-initiative based environment. The more input the usermakes, the more



















Low Designer Involvement High
(Fragmented (Structured
information) information)
Matrix ofDesigner and User involvement in multimedia
Figure 2
Information Structures inMultimedia model
Information structure ofmodel B Information structure of model A
Q Basic information unit
The Classical Problems in a ConventionalMultimediaModel
The conventionalmultimedia (or regarded as audio-visual in Europe ) model
mentioned here is referring to those classic presentations of information using
variousmedia, such as overhead transparencies, slides, musical and narrative
soundtracks, movies, video, etc., not choreographed by a personal computer. g
Technical Problems
Despite the effectiveness of a conventional multimedia presentation, the
production and presentation process is not as glamourous aswhat the audience
sees in front of the scene. The major hassle comes from the discrepancy among
various formats of differentmedia.
Everymedium has its own type of standard as well as operation routine.None of
them can be integrated with one another. Slide projectors cannotwork with
overhead transparencies, video projectors cannot playmotion pictures, American
VCR's do not take European tapes, and so on. As a result, a considerable amount
of time is needed in advance for preparation and rehearsal. Also very special
professionals are required to run the presentation, and most of all, human error
is inevitablemost of the time.
Production of each individualmedium can also be time consuming and
laborious. For instance, the conventional graphics slide production involves a
tremendous number of procedures from design to mechanical to photography.
Turn around time usually takes a couple of days, and the result can be
unpredictable before the whole production comes together. Thatmeans it is very
difficult and expensive to get things changed at the final stage. Therefore, a
multimedia presentation has long been regarded as an expensive and time
consuming communicationmodel.
Interaction Problems
A conventionalmultimedia model can be an exciting, dramatic experience to an
audience. It stimulates audience senses by all means, and surrounds themwith
pre-constructed patterns of information. However, it is based on the assumption
that audiences are having the same desire, the same past experience, and the
same cultural background. It does not offer any options for variation of
information patterns. The message is passed down from one way to another in a
single direction. The structure of the presentation format is usually linear.
The above statement does not try to deny the effectiveness of multimedia as an
information transmission tool. Nevertheless the challenges for this conventional
model are giving the opportunity for themodel to invite participation from the
audience, react to the audience, or to allow for themodel to be easily customized
to respond to the desires and interests of various kinds of audiences. These are
the concerns that the communicator should reallywork hard on to overcome in
the future.
The Project
The initial idea of the thesis project, "The beauty of
multimedia,"
was to study the
aesthetic standard as well as the communication concept of amultimedia model
in the personal computer platform through a general, descriptive approach. This
would involve very broad, extensive research and study of various combinations
of different types ofmedia. And based on the findings of each individual
combination, I would evaluate the interactions, strengths and weaknesses of the
respective combination. However,my thesis committee had foreseen the
problem of this being too extensive. They suggested that I should focusmore on
specifics, and limit the body ofmy thesis work. They also realized that there
would be too many variations and possibilities and that Imay not be able to
handle all of them within the required time frame. Also, the result would be
nothingmore interesting than a technical report.
As a result, they suggested developing a real-life problem, and use it as an
anchor point to startwithmy research. Thiswas a very sensible solution as I was
able to customize the project to includewhat I thought to be the best multimedia
model. This result oriented approach eventually gave me a lot of invaluable
examples to demonstrate what I meant to achieve.
Objective of the project
The finalized thesis project is a computer-based multimedia presentation
incorporating interactive functionality. The idea was to create a presentation
model, using various types of media, based
on the information of a Chinese
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theme park project -
"Dynasty"
(whichwas proposed to be built in the Niagara
Falls region at the Canadian border). The purpose ofmymodel is two fold: The
first one is serving as visual material for a one-to-one based presentation for
potential customers. For instance, a trained presenter/sales person would use it
in the office while attempting to sell the project to his client. The advantage is,
unlike using a traditional filing system, the user does not need to go through
piles of information to prepare specific material for his potential client, because
they are all available on one computer screen, such as locationmap, highlights of
each pavilion, etc. The interactive function also enables him to customize the
presentation for an individual client, which eventually adds a personal touch to
each presentation. The second purpose ofmymodel is aimed at a large scale
presentation. In this case the computer replaces conventional clumsymultimedia
hardware set-up. Since the computer has stored all the images and sound
elements in its system, only a video projector and an audio system is required for
the event. The operation chore can also be passed to technical support people
behind the scene so that the presenter can have more freedom to respond to the
audience.
The proposed target audience of this presentation is very exclusive due to the
nature of the project. Peoplewho attend this presentation are potential clients
who may be involved in the theme park project through sponsoring or investing.
Theymay come from senior executive ranks, board of directors and chairperson
levels. They all are able to make decisions for their corporations. The background
of the audience is a major concern to the outcome of the model. For this instance,
the audience is assumed to be highly educated, successful in business, and used
to attending high quality, grand scale presentations. Thismade the project
comparativelymore difficult because of the target audience's demanding and
well-informed backgrounds.
The information formy presentation was based on a preliminary proposal
developed by a consultant agency in Canada. The details and figures cited for
my projectmay not reflect the
truth of the final theme park project. However,
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this data is sufficient forme to design and develop the entire presentationmodel.
After analyzing and sorting out relevant information from that proposal, a
storyboard was created which became the backbone ofmy entire model
(Appendix 1). The storyboard is an invaluable component in the development of
a multimedia production. It not only helps in laying out all visual elements in
sequence, but also allows the producer to assign appropriate plot points along ^
the story line, which can make the storymore interesting and dramatic. Besides,
it is a guide line for a production team to follow and keep track of the whole
project.
The whole model of the
"Dynasty"
presentation was divided into 8 separate files.
This was due to the memory limitations of the machine available to me. The eight
files are: "Introduction", "Location", 'Tourism", "Site Plan", "The Project",
"Future",
"Sponsorship"and"
Finale". Although they are separate from each other
physically, navigation from one file to another is possible once the controlling
application is launched. Files are hierarchically structured according to the
sequence of information. (Appendix 2)
Software and Hardware concerns
Most of the graphic elements in the presentation model were produced in
PhotoShop (an image enhancement software), and then choreographed in an
animation and authoring software-MacroMind Director. The capabilities of
MacroMind Director to support allMacintosh-compatible video input and
output devices had enabled the interactivities among variousmedia used in this
presentation. Although both of the applications support 24 bit true color images,
the huge file size was too big to be handled by the computer system available to
me, and hence crippled most of the functionality of the two software. Therefore,
all images were converted to 8-bit before being brought into Director.
The hardware involved in this project are:Macintosh Ilfx computer, OMDR
(optical memory disc recorder),MassMicrosystem ColorSpace Iii and FX
videographic boards, and Farallon MacRecorder. The Ilfx computer is the most
ideal control platform formultimedia production because of its high speed
processing power. The OMDR provided me the opportunity to interactwith a 30
second video sequence during the presentation. The video segment was
pre-recorded and coded with a frame number which enabled the software to
^
retrieve it quickly. The two videographic boardswere used as an interface
between the computer and the video equipment. The ColorSpace FX board is
able to convert ordinary analog video signals into digital RGB signals to be
displayed on the computer screen. The ColorSpace Hi board has the potential to
export both digital and analog signals for external display equipments such as
color video projector, largemonitors, and LCDAdapters for overhead projectors.
Last of all, theMacRecorder, is a sound digitizer that can modify analogmusic
into digital signals so that it can be edited and played back on the computer.
The Front End
The graphic design
The graphic design concept of this project was inspired by rubbing prints taken
from wall carvings in ancient Chinese tombs. The images are robust, dynamic,
and chaotic; strong textures, bold in profile, and drawn in an Eastern perspective
(figure 3). In order to capture the design essence, I borrowed the idea of chaotic,
strong contrast of size, and
textural design from examples of ancient tomb prints.
For instance, the design of the sub-menu of each category has the strong
influence of the dynamic spatial arrangement found in such prints (figure 4).
However, some of the visual elements, especially the text, has to be orderly
aligned in order to include all the necessary points for easy reading to occur.
The color schemes used in the project are bold,with primary colors such as red,
blue, and green, which are commonly used in folk arts and crafts all over China.
Figure 3
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logo is an ancient dragonmotif adapted from a roof tile which
wasmade 2,000 years ago (figure 5). In order to accentuate the historical, robust,
and occult feeling of the subjectmatter, red color was imposed on the logo. A
texture background was created behind the logo to imitate the rough, coarse
feeling of thewall of an ancient architecture. The titlewas specially derived from
a serif typeface, Garamond light, to imply a classical, imperial look. All and all, 15
the graphic theme successfully suggested a touch of solemn, robust, and oriental
nature (figure 6).
The user interface
Since the model ismeant for a large scale, formal presentation with a large
audience group, the user interface design is very crucial for the front end
appearance. Themajor concern was the design of the navigation control buttons,
which would enable the user to navigate freely among categories. Considering
the integrity of the graphic appearance, itwas important that all control buttons
on the screen not be obtrusive and look out of place. Sometimes even the
slightest cursor movement can be irritating. As a result, transparent buttons were
created and intentionally located along the edges of the screen (figure 7), so that
navigation could be performed quietly, and cursormovement reduced to a
minimum. On the contrary, the treatment of selection buttons to sub-categories is
totally different (figure 8). They are large, color coded, and topped with pictures
for easier selection. Also they are equipped with an auto-highlight function for
visual response, which means they can respond to the user visuallywhen clicked
to execute certain procedures.
Color coding, as a visual interface, is an invaluable tool in handling complex
informationmodels like the
"Dynasty"
presentation.Menu buttons are coded
with the same color as their respective destination screens. This creates a color
identity for other branches of information in the same category. Also with the




























In addition to the functional purpose, variation of color helps strengthen the
visual design, add consistency and give vitality to what could bemonotonous
content of the presentation.
The sound response is another major contribution in the
"Dynasty"
model. Sound
plays an important role inmultimedia production. However, its application jg
usually requires careful and critical planning, especially when sound is used in
the user interface design. In this theme park program, since themusical
introduction and finale sequence are designated to be uninterrupted, sound did
not take part in the interface design issue. Other than that, sound effects were
used in major graphic transitions to reinforce responses to user's activities. For
instance, a
"gong"
sound was used in every transition from the mainmenu to
each submenu to signal the start of a new section. Some sequences, such as the
logo sequence in the location category, deserved a longer sound segment for a
stronger emphasis and impact. The use of a sound element is fun, yet critical,
because overuse of sound effects and music may turn an elegant design into an
irritating one.
The Introduction
The introduction is basically a musical sequence which helps set the tone of the
presentation. During this 45 second musical sequence, the audience is taken on a
short tour of Chinese history and culture. This tour is synchronized with a
background soundtrack, while scenes,mysterymotifs, architecture, etc. fade in
and out on the computer screen. Those visual images were scanned from
photography and travel books for this instance. Although the computer screen
resolution is just 72 dpi, imageswere scanned in 240 dpi and 24-bit colormode.
The high resolution settingwas necessary for eliminating themoire pattern,
which is usually generated from a half-tone original such as a photograph
printed in a book and/ormagazine.
As a matter of fact, the first generation scanned imageswere not good enough
for the final usage. They had to be enhanced by changing the color balance,
level, contrast, and cropping in order to obtain a better result. Besides, the
resolution and color depth of the images were required to be scaled down to 72
dpi and 8-bit respectively so that they could bemanaged by the animation
software.
The impression given by the introduction sequence was very important tomy
presentation. It not only reflects the nature and the spirit of the subjectmatter,
but also helps evoke the interest of the audience to the content of the
presentation. In order to create the strongest impact on the audience, images
with dramatic characteristics, strong colors and distinctive profiles were selected
for the introduction (figure 9). The order of the images appearing on screen is
also a major issue in this kind of non-narrative sequence. They are carefully
arranged according to their size, color, and facing direction so as to create a
visualmomentum on the screenwhile being synchronized to the rhythm of the
background music.
The relationship between visual images and the music is the most difficult thing
to describe among all. The feeling formusic is very subjective and situational
from person to person. In this instance, the beginning part of the soundtrack is
slow and mild. So I selected some modest scenery pictureswhich have fewer
implications and is easily digested by the general audience. As themelody builds
up and becomes stronger towards the end, I use more sophisticated images like
sculpture, antique, and architecture to create a richer content for the ending. It is
then concluded by revealing the theme graphic which contains the title and logo
of the project. The result triggers the imagination and the curiosity of the
audience, and also implants an idea that mystery and the essence ofChinese





After the theme graphic was shown, a main menu appearswhich acts as amap
for navigation within themodel. On the main menu, there are five subtitles
which link directly to corresponding categories. They are "Location", 'Tourism",
"The Project",
"Future"
and "Sponsorship". In order to utilize the whole screen
^ 7
area for design purpose, navigation buttonswere all set to transparent
throughout themodel (figure 10). As a result, distraction to the audience is
reduced to the minimum.
The
"Location"
category is basically a sequence ofmapswhich introduce the
future location of the theme park project. By clicking at those transparent buttons
on the map, the audience is gradually brought into theNiagara Falls region from
the beginning of aNorth America map. Instead of covering up the old maps,
each consecutive map was smaller in size and overlaps on the top of the previous
one, so that the user will never lose track ofwhere he came from and is also able
to go back by clicking at the background map, where actually transparent
buttons are located, (figure 11) This overlapping technique of presenting
hierarchical information proved to be a success in this instance.
According to the hierarchical order, the presenter moves to the
'Tourism"
category after the "Location". The first thing the audience sees in
"Tourism"
is a
30 second video sequence ofNiagara Fallswhich was pre-recorded onto the
optical disc. With light-hearted music in the background, the beauty and
grandeur of the Falls is revealed on the computer screen. The ability to show
moving images on computer has definitely added a new dimension to the
communication power of the personal computer. The effects from a video camera
was never paralleled by an ordinary camera, which was only able to capture a
single moment of specific time.
Following that is a sequence of graphic animation showing locations of current









mention these attractions is to let the audience understand the current scenario of
the tourism industry in that area, fromwhich statistics such as tourist numbers
and financial expenditures were obtained. This then provides a foundation for
the profit return information in the
"Future"
category. The two sub-categories,
"Tourist
Flow"
and "ManMade Attractions", are further in-depth information
which is available when clicked on with the cursor (figure 12). Again, the 23
overlapping techniquewas applied here tomake the navigation routine
consistent throughout the model.
The next category to follow is 'The
Project"
category,which is themost
important section in this whole presentation. In this category, information about
the theme park is reviewed, which will disclose to the audience background
details about the project, such as the site plan of the park, theme idea of each
pavilion, exhibits and displays, and the scale and quality of the park. In order to
make the project sound more exciting, an animation sequence of a Chinese
fortress gate openingwas specially created at the beginning. During the opening
gate sequence, a wire-frame site plan of the
"Dynasty"
theme park is revealed to
be approaching from a distance. This kind of visual momentum is a crucial
element in a long presentation model. It functions as a climax during the
monotonous, lengthy communication process. Its presence brightens up the
atmosphere, and draws the attention of the audience.
The site plan of the theme park is also a menu for navigation within this
category. The presenter canmake use of thismenu to review information of each
future attraction individually (figure 13). The navigation routine, again, is the
same as the other categories. After selecting a desired pavilion to look at, the
computer brings up a corresponding sub-menu
which displays the titles of each
attraction inside that pavilion(figure 14). Only one of the pavilions, Chin, has
been fully equipped with the necessary information to be a demonstration piece
at this stage. From the locationmenu tothe local attractionsmenu, to the detailed
information of attractions, there are distinctive hierarchical, yet interactive,
elements specially created for this category,






















information on a single screen display environment. In fact, the interactive
solution of displaying hierarchical information has overcome the disadvantages
of the traditional slide presentation and wall displaymethods. Slide
presentations usually lack the freedom of navigation within the information, and
wall displays take up too much room to layout the entire structure of
information. The interactive computer presentation keeps all the information in
^g
one display. Togetherwith interactive functionality, it allows lastminute
changes that are never possible on the other twomethods.
The
"Future"
category is a complementary section of the presentation. It contains
projected data and statistical figures about the future tourism scenario after the
"Dynasty"
theme park is built.Graphs and charts are used to help describe
statistical information. Instead of bringing up static charts and graphs, all
diagrams are created with simple interactive animation. This means that when a
user triggers a proceed command button, the computer will display a short
animated sequence accordingly. As a result, the interaction between the user and
the visual images are enhanced the effectiveness of the presentation.
Pictureswere incorporated with subtitles such as
"Tourism"
whichmakes its
selection easier. Auto-hilghlight, a default function in the software, was
introduced on three subtitle buttons: Market share, Projected income, and
Growth ofVisitation. This function provides a confirmation notation to the user
to reassure him/her that the command has been received and will execute the
pre-set sequence as requested.
After reviewing the four categories
of information pertaining to the theme park
project, the audience is ready for the final section, "Sponsorship". In this section,
sponsoring and investment plans
proposed by the developer are disclosed to the
audience. Four proposals are displayed as buttons in the sub-menu; they are
"Souvenir", "Environment",
"Advertising"
and "Printed matter". Each button
brings the user to the corresponding information panel. By clicking at the
background area, the user is able to go back to where he/she came from. Again,
this is a consistent routine all over the presentationmodel. Inside each
sub-category, simple animated image sequences were added to complement the
text. It serves as an illustration to visually exemplify a complicated plan,
(figure
15) However, themost important job is still with the presenter, since he is the one
who will use this presentationmodel as a media-aid to support and complement
his presentation, to draw attention and interest from the captive audience. ^7
The Finale
To conclude the whole presentation, a 45 second musical finalewas used to recap
some of the highlights from the five categories. For example, Chinese historical
motifs, architecture, future displays and exhibits in pavilions. This sequence is a
mixture of Chinese historical images and happy faces of tourists. I was trying to
convey the idea of the prosperity of the future theme park.
Unlike the introduction sequence, the finale comes with a more characteristic,
positive kind ofmusic. Images are more general rather than exotic and dramatic.
Themood created is no longer tense and curious as is in the introduction.
Instead, a mild, committing and promising feeling is presented.Montages of
images fill the screen pictures in the finale. It gives more flexibility in screen
composition as well as provides room formore variety of pictures at the same
time. Images can easily build up according to the rhythm ofmusic, hence
offering a quick, general, and multi-faceted
look at the theme park project. It
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For the time being, producingmultimedia programs on a computer is like
driving cross country on a Jeep. Theway ahead is still bumpy and rough. There
are not any industry standards specially designed formultimedia computer
presentations. Elements such as file format, time code, data compression, etc. are
yet to be confirmed. Also the notion, language and standards ofmultimedia
varies frommanufacturer to manufacturer. However, I am quite certain that the
situation will be getting better in the near futurewhen more research and
development is put into this area.
Themajor technical problem of using aMacintosh computer inthe
"Dynasty"
model was the synchronization between the musical soundtrack and the visual
images. In a traditional multimedia model, a standard time code, usually
recorded on audio tape, is used as an overall guide. Therefore, events could be
triggered according to a pre-set time on the time code track. However,Macintosh
works in a differentmanner. There is no time code for synchronization purposes.





is triggered. That reallymakes the synchronization job difficult, as
changes will not be seen unless the sequence is played back again from the very
beginningwhere the sync point is located. The software manufacturer
apparently did not take this point into
account when they developed the
software
- Director. This could be a fatal deficiency to large scale multimedia
productions. The introduction and finale sequences in
"Dynasty"
both
encountered the off-sync problem; the speed of image sequence was different
from that of themusic soundtrack. It is because the speed of image sequence
varies according to the workload as well as the speed of the computer. Themore
events happening on the screen, the longer the computer takes to bring up the
images, hence the slowing down the speed of the visual sequence. For instance,
the visual sequence goes faster on the screen when all working windows, such as
score and castwindows, are closed. On the other hand, different models of
computers also perform differently in speed. TheMacintosh Ilfx runs almost two ?q
times faster than the Ilci. Thatmeans a program completed on Ilfx will run about
50% slower on a Ilci model. This is a result of lacking a time standard among
various types ofmedia. On the contrary, the sound sequences from the computer
are unaffected despite the difference of speed between Ilfx and Ilci.
The other difficulty in producingmultimedia on a computer is the enormous file
size. Since the total program of
"Dynasty"
is about 30megabytes, the equipment
in school, at the present, is not able to handle it at one time. They were broken
down into eight individual files in order to be able to run on a 8 megabyte RAM
computer. Thus a short, awkward interval was caused when jumping from one
file to another. However, this unnecessary nuisance could be overcome if the
RAM capacity were expanded to 30megabytes or more. Thatmeans the entire
project could be loaded and stored into the the RAM at one time and ready for
processingwhen needed.
The RAM problem could somehow be solved by insertingmore chips. The
fundamental problem, however, still lies in the design of the computer system.
Currently, theMacintosh computer has been designed with a single CPU (central
processing unit) configuration. That
means no more than one event can be
processed simultaneously; therefore, procedures or events have to stand in line
for execution. In otherwords, there is only one event that can happen on the
computer screen at one time. In this sense, if a title or graphic overlay is needed
on top of a computer animation sequence, the
static graphic element has to be
put into every individual frame
of the animation, hence increasing the size of the
file which in return slows down the processing speed of the computer. This
drawback sounds similar to a slide showwith only one projector. All visual
elements have to be combined into one slide and then the other. It does not allow
freedom for individual movement at all. Perhaps in the future, a new computer
systemwith parallel CPUs will help perfect themulti-tasking capability.
The future
Although there are many hindrances along the path to maturity of multimedia
communication on the desktop computer, advancement of technology in the
future will certainlymake theway easier. For instance,Apple Computer Inc. is
developing a new compound document format called MIFF(Media Interchange
File Format), an applicationwhich could link to separate files containing sounds,
graphics, video, animations or any other type of
data.8 This file format will
definitely aid the popularity ofmultimedia communication in the future.
With improvement of file format and electronic technology, communication
formats in a computer will no longer be limited to only onemedium; text, visual
or sound, but a mixture of all of them, which is similar to the communication
behavior of a human being.We see things and remember them in terms of
complex patterns input from various senses like image, sound, and experience
(inwhich time element is needed).Multimedia will be a revolutionary
communication tool because you can see it, hear it, and even feel it.
The potential ofmultimedia communication is yet to be explored. Perhaps
somedaywhen communication networks and computers became more
intelligent and sophisticated, itwould understand user inputs of voice, video,
still image and writing. After analysis and editing, information will be compiled
as a compound document by the computer, and be ready to transmit to someone
or for documentation purposes. Readers could select different forms of playback
such as listening, reading or interacting with thewhole multimedia document,
such that he/she could control the quality and quantity of the incoming
information according to his/her desire. In return, the reader could respond to
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the sender by just downloading themultimedia message into the computer as
the sender did.
My thesis project is just at the ground level. It is an idea.What I have
accomplished is just the "tip of the iceberg". The enthusiasm and technology that
people are using in working towards this vision is very positive and
encouraging. I can tell that the success of this communication leap will not be too
far away.
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